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The content of this post is relevant for investors who have access to ETF traders.

Individual investors do not always have access to trade ETFs as referenced below. It is

important for investors who are utilizing exchange-traded funds (ETFs) to understand all

the market participants that exist in the ETF marketplace. It doesn’t matter if you are

an individual investor or an institutional investor, understanding the ETF capital

markets landscape is important to navigating the ETF market efficiently. There are a

variety of ways to access liquidity in ETFs. There is “on-screen” liquidity (secondary

market liquidity) vs. underlying liquidity (read the previous blog post on the topic

here). Understanding all the different types of market makers, liquidity providers and

brokers and how they interact with one another will help give investors the proper

perspective on the entire ETF trading landscape. A good way to think about it is that

there are traders that commit capital and traders that don’t. Committing capital means

using firm capital to facilitate client order flow. In other words, these firms are

typically using their firm’s balance sheet (capital) to provide liquidity in the ETF

through the underlying basket. For instance, if a client wants to buy a domestic ETF,

the ETF trader will sell the client the ETF and typically hedge themselves by buying the

underlying stocks (or hedge with a correlated security). Then the trader will either

unwind their position via the creation process or they will unwind in the open market.

Once clients start utilizing the ETFs that are outside the top 50 most actively traded

ETFs, their order is probably eventually interacting with one of the traders below that

use their balance sheet to provide ETF liquidity. Different Types of ETF TradersDifferent Types of ETF Traders

There are two main types of liquidity providers that use their balance sheet to provide

ETF liquidity: traders that can speak directly to clients and traders that cannot.

     ETF Traders That Do Commit Risk CapitalETF Traders That Do Commit Risk Capital       • Institutional ETF TradingInstitutional ETF Trading

DeskDesk       • Electronic Market Makers/Proprietary Traders/Liquidity ProvidersElectronic Market Makers/Proprietary Traders/Liquidity Providers

Institutional ETF Trading Desk:Institutional ETF Trading Desk: These are the ETF trading desks that sit at major

broker-dealers/investment banks in the sales and trading divisions. These include the

major banks in the world, such as Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan, Citigroup, Credit Suisse,

Deutsche Bank, Cantor Fitzgerald or Morgan Stanley as well as large, global

institutional trading firms such as Susquehanna or Knight Capital Group. These

institutional trading desks facilitate large ETF order flow for institutional investors

and large registered investment advisors (RIAs) and are typically committing capital to

facilitate buy/sell orders from their client base. These broker-dealers also typically

are set up as authorized participants (APs) and have the ability to create and redeem

ETF shares directly with the ETF issuers when appropriate. Electronic MarketElectronic Market

Makers/Proprietary Traders/Liquidity Providers:Makers/Proprietary Traders/Liquidity Providers: These are proprietary trading firms

that are posting bids/offers electronically on the exchanges. These firms typically do

not speak directly to clients and engage electronically with buyers and sellers. They

are a very important piece of the liquidity picture in ETFs, as they provide the

liquidity1 that investors see on the screens when they pull up a quote in an ETF. Some of

the major investment banks and trading firms mentioned earlier also have electronic ETF

desks that provide liquidity electronically in addition to their client facing

facilitation desks. Depending on the type of client and their custody relationship,
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there are a variety of ETF trading platforms that source liquidity on their client’s

behalf. These firms do not commit capital directly; rather they source ETF liquidity

either electronically or through their block liquidity network.      ETF Traders ThatETF Traders That

Do Not Directly Commit Risk CapitalDo Not Directly Commit Risk Capital       • Custodian ETF Execution PlatformsCustodian ETF Execution Platforms

      • Wire House ETF Execution PlatformsWire House ETF Execution Platforms       • Liquidity AggregatorsLiquidity Aggregators Wealth

management advisors typically have ETF execution platforms in their organizations. These

ETF execution platforms do not commit capital. They typically will have electronic order

systems that send client orders out to the market. In addition, these desks have the

ability to source block liquidity from the capital-committing market makers, which has

become a larger part of their business as financial advisors are trading larger blocks

of ETFs. Custodian ETF Execution Platforms:Custodian ETF Execution Platforms: These are the ETF trading platform teams

at the large brokerage/custody platforms, such as Charles Schwab, TD Ameritrade,

Fidelity or Pershing. These brokerage houses2 have ETF trading platforms, where ETF

execution traders help their clients with ETF execution. These firms do not commit risk

capital. These platforms typically have relationships with the major institutional ETF

trading desks as well as the electronic market makers and liquidity providers. They can

also source liquidity through liquidity aggregators. Wire House ETF ExecutionWire House ETF Execution

Platforms:Platforms: The major wealth management platforms at firms such as Morgan Stanley Smith

Barney, Bank of America Merrill Lynch and UBS have ETF execution desks that help

financial investment advisors with ETF execution. The platforms do not commit risk

capital. These wire house trading platforms will typically call a few of the ETF trading

desks that do commit capital, and the platform trader will come back to the financial

advisor with a price they can buy or sell the ETF. The execution trading desks at these

wire house platforms are essentially extensions of the financial advisors’ business, and

these execution traders are working on behalf of the advisors to help them with their

ETF execution. Often, the major institutional ETF trading desks are in the liquidity

networks of these platforms, but it is important to note that every platform will have

different relationships across the trading community. The liquidity aggregators are also

in the liquidity network of the wire house ETF execution platforms. LiquidityLiquidity

Aggregator:Aggregator: Liquidity aggregators do not commit risk capital. RIAs and institutional

clients will use liquidity aggregators’ source liquidity in ETFs. WallachBeth Capital,

Street One Financial and Wolverine Execution Services (WEX) are all well-known ETF

liquidity aggregators. RIAs and institutional clients often times do not want to deal

with only one trading desk or counterparty, so they have the option of setting up an

account with a liquidity aggregator, who will essentially put all the trading desks in

competition with each other, and the liquidity aggregator will execute on behalf of the

client. Often, liquidity aggregators have a combination of electronic trading firms and

institutional trading desks in their liquidity network. ConclusionConclusion The WisdomTree

Capital Markets group is in constant communication with all the different ETF traders,

liquidity providers and market makers that exist in the ETF landscape. We are constantly

speaking with financial advisors, wealth managers, asset managers and institutional

clients about ETF market structure, the ETF mechanism, trading, liquidity and best

execution strategies. We work to connect these investors with the appropriate trading

counterparties so they can build a robust and sophisticated ETF trading process. Having

the proper infrastructure in place to trade ETFs efficiently is critical to the growth

of global ETF portfolios.   1Electronic market makers provide the on screen liquidity in

lower volume ETFs. They place electronic bids and offers in a particular size for

clients to buy or sell. In more actively traded ETFs, there is ample two-way flow from

market participants buying and selling so the liquidity “on screen” may not be a

liquidity provider in a high-volume ETF. 2When you custody your assets at Charles Schwab,

TD Ameritrade, Fidelity or Pershing, typically you have to trade through your custodian.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

ETF shares are not individually redeemed and owners of the shares may acquire those

shares from the Fund and tender those shares for redemption to the Fund in Creation

Units only, typically consisting of aggregations of 50,000 shares. ALPS is not
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affiliated with any of the companies mentioned in the piece.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Market participantMarket participant  : Anyone interacting with the ETFs in some capacity. It can be end

investors, market makers, hedgers, authorized participants.

LiquidityLiquidity  : The degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in the

market without affecting the asset’s price. Liquidity is characterized by a high level

of trading activity. Assets that can be easily bought or sold are known as liquid asset.

Secondary market liquiditySecondary market liquidity  : The liquidity shown visibly on the exchange. When you

pull up a “quote” in an ETF, you will see the secondary market liquidity shown by the

size offered on the bid and the ask.

Underlying liquidityUnderlying liquidity  : The liquidity in the underlying basket of the ETF. This

liquidity is not always visible on the stock exchange, but market makers can facilitate

large investments into ETFs if there is sufficient underlying liquidity.

Balance sheetBalance sheet  : refers to the cash and cash equivalents part of the Current Assets on a

firms balance sheet and cash available for purchasing new position.

Creation and Redemption ProcessCreation and Redemption Process  : The process whereby an ETF issuer takes in and

disburses baskets of assets in exchange for the issuance or removal of new ETF shares.

ETF order flowETF order flow  : The amount of buy and sell orders a particular trading desk is

receiving.

Authorized Participant (AP)Authorized Participant (AP)  : An entity, usually an institutional investor, that

submits orders to the ETF for the creation and redemption of ETF creation units.

Sourcing block liquiditySourcing block liquidity  : Calling the market makers and liquidity providers and find

who can make the client a market in the size they are requesting (buy or sell).

Risk capitalRisk capital  : When a broker deal firm accepts the risk of holding a certain number of

shares of a particular security in order to facilitate trading in that security.

Liquidity aggregatorLiquidity aggregator  : An agency broker (does not commit capital) that takes a client

buy or sell order and contacts a variety of market makers. This puts the market makers

in competition with one another and this process helps client source liquidity for their

order. The liquidity aggregator typically has access and relationships with market

makers that the client does not.
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